
Security leaders and their teams understand the 
challenges of reducing phishing and ransomware 
attacks. Technical safeguards can’t stop every attack 
from reaching end users. They can’t prevent human 
error. And they can’t provide the long-term benefits of 
effective security awareness training. 

Ongoing education yields measurable results. Our Anti-Phishing Training 
Suite combines assessments, education, reinforcement and measurement, 
and can be used with our Continuous Training Methodology, proven to drive 
industry-leading results. It’s the best possible solution if your primary focus is 
to ensure end users can defend against phishing attacks.

ThreatSim Phishing Simulations
ThreatSim® Phishing Simulations help you understand your organisation’s 
susceptibility to a variety of phishing and spear-phishing attacks. With 
thousands of different phishing templates across 13 categories, you can 
evaluate users on multiple threat types, including:

• Malicious attachments

• Embedded links

• Requests for personal data

We add new templates very frequently. Our Dynamic Threat Simulation 
phishing templates are drawn from Proofpoint threat intelligence; others 
reflect customer requests and seasonal topics.

Users who fall for a simulated attack receive practical “just-in-time” teaching. 
They learn the purpose of the exercise, the dangers of real-world attacks  
and how to avoid future traps. You can also help your most vulnerable users 
by automatically assigning interactive training to anyone who falls for a 
phishing simulation.

Interactive Training Modules
Our interactive training modules give your users hands-on practice at 
recognising and avoiding phishing attacks and other social engineering 
scams. We offer a mix of game- and scenario-based modules. You can even 
customise content at the start and close of each module.  

Training modules are mobile-responsive and available on demand, and 
conform to the US Section 508 standard and the international Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 AA standard. Each module averages 
just 5 to 15 minutes. 
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Key Benefits

• Change end-user behaviour  
to reduce risks from 
phishing and ransomware 
attacks

• Prioritise and improve  
incident response

• Provide consistent training 
across the globe with 
multilanguage support

• Track results and progress 
with real-time reporting

https://www.proofpoint.com/us
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The Anti-Phishing Training Suite includes eight of these diverse training choices:

Training Description

Email Security Teaches users to identify and avoid:

• Manipulative content

• Malicious and disguised links

• Unsafe attachments

• Inappropriate data requests

Anti-Phishing Phil Game-based module that teaches users how to spot phishing attacks by 
identifying fraudulent URLs.

Anti-Phishing Phyllis Game-based module that teaches users how to recognise phishing emails by 
identifying red flags.

Securing Your Email – Fundamental Includes the following four mini-modules, which allow you to deliver brief but 
actionable training that targets specific risks to email users:

• Introduction to Phishing

• Avoiding Dangerous Links

• Avoiding Dangerous Attachments

• Data Entry Phishing

Securing Your Email – Advanced Builds upon the Securing Your Email – Fundamental series with three highly 
focused modules about sophisticated email threats:

• Email Protection Tools

• Email Security on Mobile Devices

• Spear Phishing Threats

Protecting Against Ransomware Provides brief but comprehensive training about how to recognise and prevent 
ransomware attacks. The best practices users learn also apply to other phishing 
and malware-based threats.

Social Engineering Goes beyond the phishing threat to explain dangers associated with smishing, 
vishing, social media and in-person attacks. Users also learn how to spot 
common social engineering techniques and traps.

URL Training Explains how URLs are constructed, common warning signs and how to identify 
and avoid malicious links.

PhishAlarm and PhishAlarm Analyzer (Optional Add-Ons)
PhishAlarm® is an email client add-in that allows your people to report suspicious messages with a single mouse 
click. Users who report an email get instant positive reinforcement in the form of a “thank you” pop-up message 
or email. A companion tool, PhishAlarm® Analyzer prioritises reported messages and improves incident response, 
enabling administrators to quickly review key details, decide and act. Together, they can reduce the window of risk 
associated with active phishing attacks.

Business Intelligence on End-User Risk
Measure and analyse your results. You get a range of detailed reports that provide broad and granular insights 
into your assessments and training efforts. As an administrator, you have in-depth visibility into top and repeat 
offenders and which training elements are most effective. This analysis helps you plan effectively and target areas  
of vulnerability.
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